Gender on the Ballot: Press Kit

The Barbara Lee Family Foundation and the Women & Politics Institute at American University are proud to partner for Gender on the Ballot, a nonpartisan project to examine and contextualize gender dynamics in the 2020 election cycle.

Gender on the Ballot achieves this by:

- Exploring the ways gender shapes political decision making, media coverage, and campaigning
- Drilling down beyond the headlines into the complicated role gender plays in politics
- Looking at how gender is rewarded, punished, and policed on the campaign trail

Resources include:

- Analysis and commentary from scholars, political strategists, and practitioners
- Research summaries and reports
- New polling data to frame the conversation

Learn more about Gender on the Ballot at www.GenderOnTheBallot.org and follow us on social media:

- @OnGender
- @GenderOnTheBallot

We Welcome press inquiries. To request information or an interview, please contact:

press@GenderOnTheBallot.org